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, retreat' during the rainy season He is then
said to have preached the dootrine to 84,000 people.
On one occasion, when the townsfolk had treated
him to a meal, he postponed the giving of thanks
until a poor farmer who had been anxious to
listen to him had arrived. The man was first fed
on the Buddha's request and thereafter hearken
ing to the sermon reached the first stage of the
Path (sotiipatti). At another time the Buddha
came to Alavi all the way from Jetavana in order
to be of help to a weaver's daughter.
The people of the town were known as Alavaka
and their king as A!avaka. Alavaka yakkha and
Hatthaka Alavaka were famed as the residents of
the town. The ~herI Sela, the daughter of a king,
was also born here, and therefor€' came to be known
as Alavika (PsalmB of the Sisters, p. 43). There was
a large Sangha community in the town which,
beooming a busy residential centre, induced the
Buddha to lay down r€'gulations in regard to the
erection of buildings.
AlavI (var. Atavi) has been identified with Newal
(Nawal) in the Urao district of the (former) United
Provinces, as well as with Aviwa which is 27 miles
north-east of Etwah. A suggestion that it had
been on the bank: of the Ganges does not appear
to be tenable (DPPN. I, pp. 295 f.).
D.T.D.

A~AVI-GOTAm:A
(var. Alavi-Gotama, AlavI
Gotama), an arahant thera who reached that state
through faith. This is told in a stanza by the
Buddha who appeared in a golden beam of light
befor€' Pingiya, when he was singing the Buddha's
praises to his former teacher the brahman Bavari,
at the latter's hermitage. The Buddha exhorts
Pingiya to evince similar faith and win the death
less state (Sn. v. 1146 in Parayana Vagga,' SnA,
p. 606; Nd. II, 55, 104; NdA. II, 94).

L.R.G.

~A VIKA (1), the monks of AlavI.

A~A VIKA (2), a nun.

SeeA1;.AVAKA.

See A1;.AVI and SELA.

~AVIKA SUTTA, first sutta of the Bhikkhuni
SOITfIIYuUa of the Sarp,yutta Nikaya, contains a
oonversation between the then Alavika (Sela., q.v.)
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and Mara. There is no deliverance in this world,
says Mara, who advises Alavika to give up her
profitless, solitary life and enjoy the pleasures
of the senses lest she should repent afterwards.
But she retorts that a deliverance does exist here
in this world, which she has already made her own.
Mara disappears then and there (S. I. 128).

C.W.
ALAYA, attachment, as a developed meaning from
what was originally a roosting place or perch, an
abode or house (geMlaya: J. I, 10; Miln. 213).
Ethically, it acquired the meaning of desire,
clinging and lust; taking pleasure in, being devoted
to and getting excited about the things to which
one is attached (alayarama, alayarata. alaya8amu
dita: S. I, 136). And thus, house and home
being the chief objects of attachment, alaya is
synonymous with aka, resting place, shelter,
dwelling, attachment (e.g., DhpA. II, 170).
The Saratthappakasini alludes to the wife as a
nest by reason of attachment (alaya-vasena bhariyarp,
kuliivalrarp, katva: SA. I, 38). But, also, the
Four Noble Truths are enumerated on the basis
of dependence or reliance (iilaya), used as a synonym
of craving (tatl-ha) and hence of conflict (dukkha) :
reliance (alaya), delight in reliance (alayaramata),
removal of reliance (alaya-swmugghiita), and the
means to the removal of .reliance (alaya-8amug
ghiitakupayana: Vism. p. 422, xvi, § 28).

A still further developed meaning is found in
attachment as imputation: 'though not mad, he
pretends to be mad' (urnmattakalayarp, karoti.
Yin. II, 82) and even as impersonation, e.g., in
Devadatta's efforts to pose as a Buddha (Sugatii
layarp, : J. I, 491).
H. G. A.v.Z.

ALAYA-VIS&ANA, one of eight or nine kinds of
consciousness in Buddhist psychology. The theory
of ii,laya-vijniina was elabora.ted mainly in the
Yogacara school in India. When the word was
translated in China Paramii.rtha and his colleagues
(the so-called older translators) transcribed the
word iilaya as a-li-yeh ( ~lIJS or IlilfJMlIJS ), and
repreBented its meaning by wu-mei ( 1Ii& ), or
, non-dissolution '.
The la.ter "translators, such
as Hsiian·tsang, however, copied this Sanskrit
word as a-lai-yeh ( llilfililillJS·) and translated it
as tsang ( . ) , meaning 'store'. According to
the former transcription the word is" pronounced
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a-laya with a short vowel a, meaning 'non
dissolution', that is, a ' non' (wu )-laya ' dis
solution , (mei). If a is pronounced as a long
vowel, the word may be translated as tsang ( . ),
for alaya means 'dwelling' and ' receptacle' .
Thus a-li-yeh and a·lai-yeh are two different
transcriptions by the older and. the later
translators. It should be noted, however, that
they have had different doctrinal connotations,
for, a-li-yeh appears in the books pertaining to the
nature of Dharma, such as Ta-ch'eng-ch'i-hsin-lun
(*~~ffimfi,
Discourse on the Awakening of
Faith in the Mahayana), while a-lai-yeh is found
in the books pertaining to the characteristics of
Dharma, such as Vijnaptimiitrata-8iddhi. In China,
where the stUdy of the characteristics of Dharma
gained its greatest popularity in the Yog8.cara
Bohool, the word a-lai-yeh has been exclusively
employed to represent. alaya.
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Mahi88.saka, and ' subtle consciousness' in the SaIi.

krii,nti,are all considered as the persisting element
underneath the ordinary six kinds of consciousness.
It should be noted that, as the fundamental
Buddhist principle of' non-self' (anatman) admits
of no permanent self presiding over an individual
being, the subjective personality which continues
in the causal circle of delusion-action-suffering is
apt to be overlooked. To avoid this, the abovs
proposition, admitting some permanent element
within one's self, was established on the basis of
the theory of transmigration. These theories,
however, were not sufficiently convincing, for they
failed to explain clearly the SUbjective personality
which undergoes transmigration and yet that is
not identified with a permanent 'self'. It was
Asanga (4th oent. A. C.), a great authority of the
Y ogaca,ra school, who, from the Buddhist standpoint
of ' non-self', proposed for the first time the exis
tence of alaya-vijiiiina which acts as the subject
in the cycle of births and deaths. Based upon
Origin of the Alaya Thought. We oan trace. the the teaching of the 1lfaMyana-abhidharma Sfltra,
origin of the alaya-concept as early as the Mauro
and the Sandhinirmocana Sutra, he composed
yarw Upani~d. In Buddhist siitras, suoh as the treatises, such as the Pra'karaflijryaviica-8iistra
Agamas, mention is made, here and there, of this
and the MaMyanasangraha-siistra, in which
concept. In Asanga's MaMyii!ruLBangraha-sastra
the persisting element within each individual is
a notable passage is quoted from the Tseng-i-a
represented as alaya-vijiiiina, or a basic conscious
han-ching (:fft-P11i., Ekottaragama SUtra) which
ness.' His theory was further studied by his
discloses the existence of alaya in four modes
younger brother Vasubandhu and systematised
i.e., alayabhirata (ii,laya-Ioved), alayarata (aIaya
most skilfully into the Vijnapti-miitratii-trirztsikii.
enjoyed), alayasamudita (alaya-indulged-in), and
In this treatise the nature of alaya-vijiiiina was
alayarama (alaya-delighted-in); Alaya is here
revealed in its entirety. About 200 years later,
interpreted as ' that which is loved and attached to
Dharmapa.la expounded this theory in full detail in
by living beings '. The existing -Chinese text of
his Vijiiapti-miitrata-siddhi-sastra, thus giving a
Tseng-i-a-han-ching does not contain a passage
further clarification to the characteristics of this
corresponding to this quotation, but similar ones
consciousness. The Vijnapti-miitrata-siddhi-siistra
are found in the Pali text of the Anguttara Nikaya
was rendered into Chinese by a later translator,
(e.g. IV, 128), the Fu-p8n-hsing-chi-cking ( .fMI*~
Hsiian-tsang. As this translation oame to be emplo
. , Buddhacaritasail,graha Sutra) etc.
yed as the fundamental literature of the Fa-hsiang
or Dharmalak~l}a school, the exposition of alaya
The traditional Buddhist schools of India vijiidna as adopted by this school is wholly based
proposed theories admitting, though not explicitly, upon this treatise. The following description as
the existence of iiJ,aya. The sub-conscious element is regards the nature of this consciousness is thus
called bhavanga-vijiiiina (underlying factors of derived from the same source.
existence) in the Prajiiaptiviida, a branch of the
Mahiisa.nghikas (or, in another opinion, in the Tam
As the iilaya-vijiiiina is the last of the eight
raparal}iya of the Theravii.dins), 'pudgala neither kinds of consciousness established in the Fa-hsiang
identical with nor separated from skandha ' in the
doctrine, it is also called the eighth consciol1sness.
Vatsiputriya, a branch of the Theravii.dins, asarzt
The designation ' basic consciousness' is also given
siirikaskandha
or
sarzt8iirako?ini~ha-8kandha
to the alaya-vijiiiina because all phenomena mani
(skandha which lasts to the end of saIJlSii.ra) in the
fest themselves with this consciousness as the basis.
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The Vijiiaptimiitratii-trirp,sikii describes the iilaya
vijiiiina as follows: "The first (transformation) is
alaya-vijiiiina, or vipiika (differently matured)
or sarvabiiaka (possessed of all seeds)_" In this
remark three characteristics of this consciousness
are' distinguished, that is, iilaya-vijiiiina as the self
characteristic, vipiika as the effect-characteristic,
and sarvabijaka as the cause-characteristic. These
are detailed here below.
(A) Self-characteristio is, in other words, self
substance. The self-substance of this consciousness
is what the tenn aZaya literally means. As stated
above, iilaya is translated as 'store', to which
three connotations are given, i.e., 'to store', ' to be
stored' and 'store attached to' 1. 'To store'
(n€ng-tsang, ag~
means that this con
sciousness stores 'seeds' of all phenomenal
existences. In this case, 'seeds' are those that are
, stored'. 'Seeds' are so called because they are
direct causes for the manifestations (or presenta~
tions) of all things; they are stored in the iilaya
vijii/ina. 'To be stored' (so-t8a~ lffllill) means that
this consciousness is 'perfUmed' 2 (and seeds are
planted) by the preceding seven classes of conscious
ness, i.e., the consciousness of the eyes, ears, nose,
tongue, body, wnd (sense-control) and manas (self
consciousness). In this case, the seven classes of
consciousness are on the active side of 'perfuming',
hence' storing' ; while the eighth one is influenced
by then: 'perfuming' and' seed-planting' activity,
hence the passive expression 'to be stored '. In
short, the passive phase of i'ilaya-vijniina, or the
phase of its being influenced by the seed-planting
activity of the other seven classes of consciousness,
is expressed as ' to be stored ' ; and the active phase
of its preserving the 'perfumed' or 'planted'
seeds is shown as 'to store'. 'Store attached to '

I .. When all things are reflected on our mind, our discrimi
nating or imaginafive power is already at work. This is
called our consciousness (vijniina). Since the consciousness
co-ordinating all reflected elements stores them, it is called the
store-consciousness or ideation-store-I prefer to use the term
ideation-store. The ideation-store itself is an existence of
causal combination, and in it the pure and the tainted elem~nts
are causallv combined or intermingled. When the ideatIOn
store be'lins to move and descend to the everyday world, then
we have the manifold existence that.is only an .imagined ~orld.
The ideation-store, which is the seed-consCIousness, IS the
conscious centre and the world manifested by ideation is its
environment. It is only from the Buddha's Perfect Enlighten
ment that pure ideation flashes out" (J. Takakusu, The
Essentials of Buddhist Philosophy, Asia Publishing House,
Bombay, 1956, p. 83).
2 To be 'perfumed' is to have intpressions m,!de ul?on it b!
cognition and action. It thus becomes effiCient IU maUl
festation. The efficacy or energy which produces a result
is called a 'seed'.-G. P. M.
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(chih-tsang, M) implies that, as this consoiousness
continues to exist without interruption, constituting
the subject of each individual, it is 'attached to '
by the Manas, or self·oonsciousness 3 (the seventh
consciousness) with a false idea of ' I '. The
above three distinctions are called the threefold
store of iilaya 4.
There are three ranks of this consciousness
(applicable in either state of cause and effect),
according to which three different designations are
given to it. The first is the rank of manifesting
self· love and attachment. People of this rank vary
from ordinary nien subject to beginningless trans
migration (sarp,si'ira) up to bodhisattvas in the seventh
stage, including students of Dviya.na (vehicles of
sra.vakas and pratyekabuddhas) still in tq.e process
of learning. In this rank the eighth kind of con
sciousness is incessantly attached to by the Manas,
and self-attachment (i'itmagriiha) Inanifests itself.
The term iilaya is used in this rank. Next is the
rank of fruition of good or bad karma. This is
the division under which fall ordinary men up to
the state of bodhisattvas with the diamond mind
(vaira-citta) and saints of Dviyana who do not
require any further training. The eighth conscious
ness in this rank is looked upon as the fruition of
general reward which is produced by the influence
of good or bad actions, or karmas leading to differ
ently matured states. Instead of iilaya, the term
vipiika is used in this rank as the designation of this
~onsciousness which means 'different maturity'_
The third is the rank of sustaining and holding. It
includes all beings from ordinary men, who have
transmigrated from the past without beginning, up to
the Buddhas who enjoy their endless reward. Here
the eighth consciousness holds and sustains all the
seeds, material and mental, and the five organs.
3 Takakusu (op. cit.) calls this .. thought·consciousncss".
4 " Among these eight consciousnesses . . .. the first five
consciousnessesare sintplythesenses; the sixth, thesense center,
forms conceptions out of the perceptions obtained from the
outside' the seventh, the thought-center, thinks, wills and
reasons 'on a self-centered basis; the eighth, the store-center,
stores seeds, i.e., keeps efficiency or energy for all manifes
tations. The sixth, the seventh, and the eighth always !,ct
on one another for the sixth is the general center of perceptIOn
and cognition 'inwardly which acts outwardly on the basis
of the thought-center which In turn a~ts on the. basis of the
all-storing center.. The Manas (7th) IS. responsible for s~lf
consciousness self-mterest, or selfish motives. The subjective
function of the eighth is seen and regarded by the seventh as
self (iitman) though In reality there is no such thing as self.
Thisfalse idea pollutes all. thoughts and gives rise to an idea of
individual or personal ego or soul" (Takakusu, op. cit. p. 95).

----
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The term aoond, meaning 'holding', is employed
in this rank. To sum up, all the three designations
,can be used to represent the eighth consciousness of
-people up to the bodhisattvas in the seventh stage
-and followers of Dviyana in the stage of learning;
two designations, that is, vipiika and adiina, are
applicable to the bodhisattvas in higher stages
and the saints of no.more.learning (a8aik~a);
.and, fuially, the Buddha's eighth consciousness has
·only one designation, adana. In spite of the
fact that these three designations equally express
the' characteristic ofself' ofthe eighth consciousness,
·ataya is exclusively used to represent it, because
the state of this consciousness to which the term
·iilaya is given, or in the rank of manifesting self
love and attachment, is a deterrent to the realisation
,of the fundamental Buddhist principle of' non·self '.

IS

~

l

(B) Effect-characteristic. This consciousness is
viewed here as an effect---the effect arising out of
·80 proper cause.
The Sanskrit term vipiika which
.represents this characteristic of the eighth conscious
ness is, as mentioned above, translated as 'different
maturity"; it has varied meanings, of which,
especially used here is the meaning of 'result
matured differently from cause'. The implication
is that this consciousness is a neutral (avyiikrta)
fruition obtained from causes of good or bad
·actions--or, expressed in terms of causal sequence,
the cause matures into a result ofa different nature.
It should be noted that the cause involved in the
'different maturity' is in reality the by·cause,
or the indirect, co.operative cause, and not the
..direct one. The ' seeds' which are the direct
cause for the existence of this consciousness are of
an 'unobscured and neutral' nature (anivrta
.avyiikrta), being too powerless to manifest themselves
without the strong help of good or bad seeds.
These co-operative seeds of good or bad nature
·are products of the' perfuming' influence of good or
bad actions, so they are called karma-seeds, or
simply karma; while seeds as the direct oause
·are called abhilapa-seeds (seeds of words or
terms), for they are produced by the influence of
things. In this case, the direct cause is of a
.neutral (unobscured) nature, and the by-cause
,~ither good or bad. The by-cause is here used
instead of this cause, hence we have the passage
" the oaUse is either good or bad, while the effect
is neutral". This is the meaning of 'different
Dmturity , .

,
-

Next, we shall observe the distinction between
'real different maturity' and 'products of different
<maturity'. The former is the full name of' different

----_.
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maturity' used as a designation of the eighth
consciousness; this term signifies the fruition of
the general reward (effect) of a sentient being
, Products of different maturity' means the particular
rewards (effects), or differently matured fruitions
of one's six kinds of consciousness, such as differ
ence of sex, of being wise, foolish, handsome or
ugly. With regard to the 'real different maturity'
three conditions are to be considered: fruition
of karma, continuity, and universal presence in
the three realms. ' Fruition of karma' denotes the
above-mentioned 'differently matured, neutral
fruition' brought about by one's good or bad
aotions. 'Continuity' means a continual existence
without interruption. 'Universal presence in the
three realms' indicates the quality of existing
anywhere in the three realms, i.e., realm of desire
(kiima.dhiitu), realm of form (ropa-dhiitu) and
realm of the formless (arupa·dhiitu). These three
are conditions for the 'fruition of the general
reward' (or' different maturity'). It is only the
eighth consciousness, and none of the oth.er seven
kinds, that satisfies aU the three conditions and is
qualified to be the 'fruition of the general reward'.
This is the 'effect·characteristic' of the eighth kind
of consciousness, or the 'real different maturity'
or the 'fruition of the general reward'.
(C) Cause-characteristic. In this aspect the
eighth kind of consciousness is considered as a
cause, the cause for all existing things. ' Cause'
here implies the 'seeds' which. are direct causes for
the presence of allphenomena. As this consciousness
is capable of holding and preserving such seeds,
it is described as sarvabijaka in the Vijiiapti.
matratii-trirp,sikii. Sarvabija means 'all seeds',
and sarvabijaT!;a denotes the possession ofall seeds by
the eighth consciousness which manifests them.
The theory, which asserts that this consciousness
as it is possessed of all seeds causes all phenomena
to appear, is technically called the theory of caUsa
tion by-the iilaya-vijiiiina; and we give the name
of 'Consciousness-only Doctrine' (vijiiapti·miitratii
viida) to the assertion that the manifestation of
all things rests on consciousness .
Now, the iilaya-vijiiiina as a mental apparatus
presupposes objects which it cognises. They are:
seeds, the five organs, and the material world.
'Seeds " as explained above, are direct causes for
all existing things, and originally are products of
'perfuming' influences of the former seven kinds
of consciousness. They are viewed as part of the
objects (this objective aspect is called' seen portion')
which this consciousness recognises (this subjective
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aspect is called • seeing portion '). The five organs
are the five sense·organs, i.e., eye, ear, nose,
tongue and body. The material world signifies
all external things, such as mountains, rivers,
grass and trees. As is olear, the dve organs denote
the physical existence of a sentient being, while
the material world denotes the world of nature
as it outwardly exists. It is noted that, unlike
the other kinds of consciousness which literally
disoern and cognise things, the alaya.vijoona
recognises, or in reality manifests, the five organs
of the body and the material world outwardly and
embraces the seeds inwardly, as it presents itself.
•Recognition', therefore, denotes that activity of
the eighth consciousness whioh manifests these
three things, inwardly and outwardly. That this
consciousness presents itself implies that a sentient
being exists, that is to say, he exists by causing
his iilaya·vijoona to manifest his own body and the
world of nature as his abode and to store inside
himself the seeds as the energy for reproducing
these phenomena. This evolutionary process of a
sentient being upon the basis of the alaya.vijMna
is oalled causation by the alaya-vijMna. As the
alaya.vijMna is the fruition of the general effect
of a sentient existence, onoe it manifests itself,
it oontinues to be and also serves as the foundation
of sentient existence &.

Thus, the substanoe of this consciousness never
oeases to be 6; but the designation of alaya is
replaced by vipii'ka or adana when one attains
the bodhisattva's eighth stage or arhantship. - It
is because the eighth oonsciousness in this rank is
no more influenced by the self·attachment of the
Manas (the seventh oonsoiousness). Further, when
the fruition of Buddhahood is obtained, the designa
tion of vipaka is not to be used, thus leaving only
one designation, adana, for the consciousness of
this highest rank. The reason is that the state
of Buddhabood is not a neutral fruition as differ
ently matured from good or bad actions, but of the
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nature of perfect purity and undefiled goodness.
The term adana is applicable to the •state of cause'
which precedes the Buddha's fruition, but amala
(taintless), which is another designation of the
eighth consciousness, is exolusively used for the
state of the fruition of Buddhahood. As, in the
highest state, wisdom is more powerful than
discerning activity of oonsciousness, the eighth
oonsciousness is oalled by the name of iidarJajMna.
The Buddha's eighth oonsciousness is so termed
beoause it is taintless consciousness. Again, the
seeds hoarded in it are only undefiled ones. In
this respect, the state of the fruition of Buddhahood
is distinguished from the state of cause in whioh
the preserved seeds are defiled 7.
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Undefiled seeds are indeed preserved even in the
state of oause, but they exist a priori; so they
differ from those seeds produoed by the •perfuming ,
influence of the former seven kinds of oonsciousness
andrecognised as objects of the eigb.th oonsciousness.
Suoh seeds as are recognisable as objects must
necessarily be defiled ones.
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In this way, the. alaya-vijoona, being in itself
a defiled phenomenal consciousness and its products
being all defiled phenomena, the theory of causa
tion by alaya-vijMna is (ltherwise called the theory
of •tainted oausation' or •oausation by phenomenal
consciousness'. In this oase, • tainted ' means •defiled'
and •phenomenal consciousness' implies that this
oonsciousness is a phenomenal existenoe as
distinguished from a noumenal existenoe oalled
•noumenaI consoiousness '. This is the most
noteworthy distinotion whioh charaoterises this
theory of causation, which is the special teaching
of the Dharmalaqa~- (q.v.) or Hosso school.
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In the foregoing passages we have considered
an oultine of the ii.laya·'lJijMna doctrine of the
Yog8.ciira school. Some of the traditional Buddhist
schools, as already mentioned, had indeed oonoepts
of mind similar to tha.t of alaya-tJijMna, but they
were not represented in olear logic; and others
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Ii " Each of the oonse1ousnesses bas four functional divisions
of independent nature: 1. the objective or the seen portion
(lakjlalf4-/Jkiiga), 2. the subjective or the seei~ portion
(da,lana-bkiiga), 3. the self-witness or the self·assunng portion
(siik,atkliri-bkiiga), 4. the rewitnessing of self-witness or the
reassuring portion. The objective Is a shadow image of an
outer object rellected on the mind-face, and the subjective
illumines, sees and experiences it. Now, who will· know that
the subject bas seen the object or the shadow-lmage ? It is the
mind itself that will see and acknowledge the subjective
function. This function of cognition is called the Self·witness,
without which no knowledge can be obtained. The Rewit
nessing of Self-witness completes the mental faculty. These
are the four mental functions" (Takaknsn, op. cit. p. 90).
6 .. .llalla-conselousness itself is not an unchangeable Ilxed
substance (dra.",a) but is itself ever changing instantaneously
(kjlatlika) and repeatedly; and, being • perfumed' or having
impressions made upon it by cognition and action, it becomes

.l"6}l

habituated and ellicient in manIfestation. It is like a torrent
of water which never stops at one place for· two consecutive
moments. It is only with reference to the continuity of the
stream that we can speak of a river" (Takaknsu, op. cit. p. 92).
7 .. When one's knowledge and wisdom have been perfected
by self-culture, the eight consciousnesses will turn into perfect
wisdom as follows: The Ilrst live consciousnesses will become
the wisdom that accomplishes all that should be performed.
The slxth, the sense-center (MIJ1IO-tl\iIl4na), will become the
wisdom of good observation. The seventh, the thought
center (Mal'la&), will become the wisdom of equanimity. The
eighth, the Ideation-store, will become the • wisdom of magni
IIcent mirror'. These constitute the fourfold wisdom of the
Buddha" (Takakusn, op. cit. p. 97).
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such as the Sarviistivii.dins,did not recognise any
-consciousness other than eye-, ear-, nose-, tongue-,
body-, and mind-consciousness_ Such being the
-case, the formulation of iilaya-vijiUina as the
fruition of general effect in a sentient being marks
.an epoch-making revolution in the doctrinal
.history of Indian Buddhism. It is natural then
that the proponents of this theory should have
been very scrupulous in asserting the existence
.of this consciousness. In the Vij1iapti-miitratii
~iddhi five siitras are cited and ten reasons are
given as authoritative and logioal evidence for its
.existence.

Theories on Alaya-vijiiina In Chinese Buddhlsm.
In expounding the theory of iilaya-vii'FUina we have
.exclusively followed the thought of the later
tra.n.slator Hsiian-tsang (and his disciple KU'ei-chi)_
'There are, however, three Chinese translations of
the Yogii.cara philosophy: (1) Translation by
Bodhiruci, Ratnamati, etc_, in the Northern Wei
dynasty r Vasubandhu's DalabMi,mi-Aastra was
translated, and the Ti-Iun sect established. (2)
'Translation by Paramartha (or Chen-til in the
{)h'en dynasty; Asaiiga's Makiiyana-aangraha
JiiBtra and Vasubandhu's commentary to the same
were translated; upon these was -founded the
,She-Iun sect. (3) Translation by Hsiian-tsang in
the T'ang dynasty; Dharmapii.Ia's Vij1iapti
miitrata-siddhi-Aastra was translated, from which
the Fa-hsiang sect originated_
These three have each their own characteristic
:features; each interpretation of the iilaya-vijiUina
.differs greatly from others. In this article Hsiian
tsang's translation has been exclusively employed
because it gained greater popularity than the other
-two and came to represent this kind of ideology.
.A few additional remarks on the other translations,
nowever,arenecessary to make clearer by compari
'8On the true meaning of this consciousness.
(a) The Ti-llin sect: In the DaAabhii.mi-saatra, the
.alaya, transliterated as a-li-yeh in Chinese, is
:represented as stainless and pure true consciousness
·which in essence is tathata. Again, the conscious
ness called adiina is revealed, the meaning of which
is vague in the text, but in the later doctrine of
this sect interpreted as stained delusory conscious
ness. In the Ti·lun sect eight kinds of conscious
-ness are distinguished; of which the first
-five (to which the term shih. or vijiUina
is applied), the sixth or thought-consciousness
(i ~ or manas) and the seventh or adana
{hsin or citta) are delusory types of conscious·
:ness,. while the eighth or iilaya is the true
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consciousness. The differentiated, phenomenal
appearances are explicable as the manifesta
tions of the iilaya or the true oonsciousness.
Acoording to the mind-theory of this sect, ~he trlle
consciousness has three distinct phases, i.e.,
substance, appearance and activity, and the universe
is divided into two : the absolute and undifferen
Mated entity (the phase ofsubstance) and the causally
determined phenomena (the phases of appearance
and activity) which manifest themselves in differen
tiated forms in accordance with defiled or pure
causality. In the defiled condition, this conscious
ness, combined with delusion (i.e., delusory mind,
thought and consoiousness), actualises itself as the
phenomenal existence of birth and death; while
in the purified· condition, it gathers all merits and
virtues by practising the way out of delusion.
Thus, the phases of appearance and activity of the
true consciousness are viewed as either defiled or
pure phenomena in their differentiated aspects ;
in spite of all changes the substance remains pure
and stainless, true consciousness. The development
of the true consciousness into manifold appearances
of defiled or pure nature is compared to the manu
facturing of golden objects which remain gold,
whatever forms they take--watch, vase, ring,
button, etc.
In the later period this sect divided itself into
two, i.e., the Southern and Northern Ways.
The former, steadfast to the original doctrine,
insisted that the iiJaya is the undefiled, pure, true
consciousness, but the latter took the contrary
view, asserting that this consciousness is a delusory
one, subject to defilement and change. As the
latter view is incidentally identical with the doctrine
of the SM-Iun sect which originated somewhat
later, the Northern Way was gradually absorbed
in the SM-lun sect when this new sect gained
popularity. Therefore, the theory of the true
consciousness, preferred by the Northern Way as
regards the iiJaya, came to be taken as the orthodox
view of the Ti-Iun sect.
(b) The SM-Iunseet : Based uponParama.rtha's
translation of the Makiiyana-aangraha-Iastra and
its commentary, the She-Iun sect developed a mind
theory which enumerates nine kinds of conscious
ness, of which the :first eight are consciousness of eye,
ear, nose, tongue, body, mind, iidana and iiJaya.
In asserting the existence of adana as the seventh
and iilaya as the eighth consciousness, this sect
shares the same doctrine with the Ti-Iun sect;
but its insistence on the existence of amala
(a-mo~lo P.r_) as the ninth" distinguishes
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the mind-theory of this sect from theories
of the eight kinds of consciousness in other
sects. The text of the sastra makes no mention
of amala, but, suggested by the occurrence of the
term in other works translated by Paramartha,
the students of this sect in later periods came
to entertain this mind-theory. The most character
istic feature of this sect is seen in its interpretation
of alaya and amala. Firstly, alaya is considered
to be of dualistic nature, that is, true and delusory;
the phenomenal aspect of the aZaya is of delusory
nature, while the noumenal one is of true or substan·
tial nature. In this respect the She-Iun sect differs
from the Fa-hsiang school which conceived of the
alaya as delusory, and not true; again, it is distin
guishable from the Ti-lun sect in which this con
sciousness is viewed as pure and stainless. As far as
the delusory aspect of alaya is concerned, this secb
maintains, like the Fa·hsiang school, the theory of
defiled origination, i.e., origination of all phenomena
from 'seeds' contained in the alaya. But, unlike the
theory of delusory alaya of the Fa-bsiang school, the
substance of iilaya is considered to be of the nature
of tathatii. The SUbstance of iilaya is essentially
the ninth consciousness, amala, which is of a pure
and stainless nature. In the state of cause, or
transmigration, the amala moves under the influence
of the defiled seven kinds of consciousness and
causes the alaya to manifest itself in its delusory
aspect, thus resulting in the origination of defiled
phenomena. It is noticed, however, that this
theory of defiled origination is to be distinguished
from that of causation from rilaya: the former
considers the defiled phenomena as merely super
ficial manifestations and appearances of the tathata
inside the alaya, while the latter views phenomena
independently of the tathata.
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In this way the She-lun sect, the Ti-lun sect and
The Awakening of Faith are similar to each other in
interpreting phenomena in terms of self-actualisa
tion of the tathatii. In The Awakening of Faith, it
must be added, the iilaya is of dualistic nature, true
and delusory, for the designation of iiZaya is given
to the Tathagata-matrix at the first moment of
its movement under the influeuce of ignorance.
The Hua-yen sect in the T'ang dynasty has approxi
mately the same standpoint as this; so it is only
the Fa-hsiang school that entertains a different
opinion as to the alaya.

The theory of origination from iiZaya which
appears in the earlier translation is called the theory
of origination from the noumenal consciousness,
for the earlier translators considered phenomena
as the tathatii itself or as manifestations of the
tathatii ; this may also be called the doctrine of
dharmata, or the nature of dharma (fa-hsing
~M; ) - hsing M; meaning the tathata which,
according to this doctrine, develops itself into
phenomena. The later translators, on the other
hand, conceive of the rilaya-vijnana as pheno
menal, aud not noumenal or of the nature of
the tathata; because the phenomena are here
explained as the manifestations of the pheno
menal iilaya, we call this mind-theory the
theory of origination from the phenomenal con
sciousness ; this is the doctrine of dharma-lakl}a'i}£l
or characteristics of dharma (fa·hsiang ~#I )
hsiang #I denoting a phenomenon (alaya) which
develops itself into phenomena (all existing -things).
In the case of dharma-laklJa'i}£l, the tathata is consi
dered as the foundation upon which the alaya
manifests all existing things. Therefore, the
tathatii may be called the substance of phenomena. ;
bftt a distinction
is made between the
'proper substance' (tang-t'i-t'i ~IIR) in the
This sect, it should be noted, stands on the same
footing as the Ti.lun sect and :I'he Awakening theory of the earlier translators and the
'substance as a resting place' (so-i-t'i m~lI)
of Faith (Ta·ch'€ng-ch'i·hsin-lun, *~m~
in the later translation. The former means that
translated by Paramartha; they all have the
the substance of phenomena is the tathata, while
common characteristics of the earlier Chinese
the latter means that the tathata serves as a.
translation. In its interpretation of pheno
basis upon which phenomen'l exist as they are.
mena the Ti-lun sect attributes all phenomenal
Herein lies the fundamental difference in stand
things to the appearance and activity of the
point between these two translations as regards
~.athata which is the substance of consciousness ;
again according to The A wakening of Faith, all the relation between tq,thatii and phenomena.
existing things are explained as self-actualisations
See also ASANGA (section on Alaya vijnaria).
of the alaya (a-li-yeh) which takes shape, under
the influence of the ignorance (avidya), from
the Tathagata-matrix of the substance of Mahayiina.
S. F.
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